




To make his

Ryan PT-22 more
user-friendly in the

twenty-first century,
owner Terry Ballas
added an electrical

system, avionics,
and a circuit

breaker panel (top).
The original model
had only bare
essentials, not even

a slip-skid ball to
chastise the pilot
for sloppy handling
(bottom) •
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Heckman devoted

2,300 hours of

painstaking,

hands-on work

to the effort. It has

been described as

"the finest PT-22

ever built by Ryan

or anyone else."

Subsequent years took their toll on
NC53178, and the airplane eventually
became a basket case. In 1992, Greg
Heckman came to its rescue and pur
chased the derelict aircraft for $11,000.

Heckman, a research-and-design
engineer, had been assisting in the
restoration of warbirds for Pride Air
craft in Rockford, Illinois. He had al
ways had a fascination for these his
toric aircraft and wanted to restore one
for himself. Unable to afford a World

War II fighter, he opted instead to re
store a trainer. Because of his fascina

tion with the Spirit of St. Louis, he had
always been fond of Ryan airplanes,
and this led to his selection of a PT-22.

Heckman obtained a copy of the Re
cruit's design and manufacturing plans
from the Smithsonian National Air and
Space Museum. He then devoted four
and a half years and 2,300 hours of
painstaking, hands-on work (excluding
time spent on research and tracking
down parts) to the effort while paying
strict and meticulous attention to detail.

This Recruit made its second maid
en flight on May 6, 1998. This was in
time for Heckman to enter the compe
tition at EAAAirVenture 1998 at Osh

kosh, where he was justly rewarded.
The judges decreed that NC53178 was
the Grand Champion Antique. It has
been described as "the finest PT-22
ever built by Ryan or anyone else."

This magnificent machine caught
the eye of Terry Ballas at Oshkosh dur
ing AirVenture 2002. He fell in love with
the trainer and eventually bought it
from Heckman.

Ballas discovered, however, that a
stock 1942 airplane has unacceptable
limitations when operating in and out
of controlled airports in major metro
politan areas during the twenty-first
century. To the dismay of purists,
he made certain modifications that
included:

Replacing the non-sensitive altimeter,
which had a single hand, with a sensi
tive altimeter;
• Modifying the instrument panel to
accommodate the addition of avionics;
• Replacing the canvas baggage nook
with an aluminum compartment so
that items couldn't fall through and in
terfere with flight control cables lying
below;
• Adding an electrical system that in
cluded a wind-driven alternator and

starter because it was impossible at
times to find people at en route air
ports who are willing to hand-prop the
engine;
• Modifying the valves and valve seats
to accommodate lOOLL avgas. The en-



The Kinner R-SS's uncowled

cylinders rely on the free
airstream for cooling (left).
The wind-driven alternator is

on the belly between the main
landing-gear legs (below left).
A primer on the left side of the

cowling assists during cold
starts (below right). The cockpit
of the Recruit is immaculate,

without so much as a smudge
or scratch (bottom).

Ballas' Recruit is likely the most beautiful airplane I have ever flown.

Its bright yellow wings are mated to a slim, polished-aluminum

fuselage. Overall, it has a sexy, sassy, inviting appearance.

gine was designed for 80 octane fuel;
lOOLL can burn stock valves;
• Adding external grease fittings so that
the rocker covers didn't have to be re

moved to grease the rocker arms, a fre
quent ritual with the Kinner R-SSengine.

The result is what in the automobile

industry is called a resto/mod. a restora
tion modified to take advantage of tech
nological improvements. Some claim
that this contaminates the original de
sign and reduces its value.

A beautiful aircraft
Ballas' Recruit is likely the most beauti
ful airplane I have ever flown. Its bright
yellow wings are mated to a slim, pol
ished-aluminum fuselage. Overall, it
has a sexy, sassy, inviting appearance.

Immediately ahead of the front
cockpit on top of the nose is a turnover
mast designed to act like a roll bar and
protect the occupants should the air
plane wind up inverted on the ground,
although I question its effectiveness
(especially on sod).

Ahead of the mast is a glass tube, a
sight gauge with a float that reliably in
dicates fuel remaining in the 24-gallon,
nose tank.

The baggage compartment is ac
cessed through a small door on the left
side of the fuselage behind the rear
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Ryan PT-22 Recruit (ST-3KR)
Base price (1941): $8,581

Price as tested: Owner declined to state

cockpit and is placarded for a maxi
mum capacity of six pounds. The
handbook, however, says that 53
pounds may be carried there when the
front cockpit is empty.

The Kinner radial is a dry-sump en
gine, and its oil tank is between the en
gine and the fuel tank. Oil supply on this
PT-22 normally is turned off if the air
plane is not going to be flown for a
while. This prevents oil from seeping
into the lower cylinders and creating hy
draulic lock. A panel on the left side of
the cowling is removed to ensure that
the in-line supply valve is open prior to
engine start. This also is where the
primer is located, so give it a few squirts
before starting.

Heckman's masterpiece is so immac
ulate that it is difficult to climb aboard

for fear of soiling or scratching some
thing. (One cannot find as much as a
fingerprint on the shiny aluminum
fuselage.) But I forced myself to over
come this fear and happily lowered
myself into the rear cockpit. Solo flight
is not allowed from the front although
there are sufficient controls and instru
ments there for an instructor.

The seats adjust vertically and the
rudder pedals can be adjusted fore and
aft like most military airplanes.

Some PT-22s had direct drive starters.

Someone standing behind the propeller
rotated a hand crank that turned the en

gine and, hence, the propeller. NC53178
does not have such a starter nor is hand

propping required. Simply depress the
starter button, spin the propeller two or
three revolutions, and turn on the mags.

The Kinner crackles and pops, and
the sound is somewhat magical,
strangely and inexplicably satisfying,
reminiscent of another time. As expect
ed, S-turning is required to see ahead
while taxiing and downwind rudder is
applied to prevent weathervaning into a
crosswind.

There is nothing unusual about the
flaps-up takeoff other than the gather
ing sense of impending adventure as
speed increases and the outside air be
gins to curl around your head and take
you gently into its womb. There is no joy
like that of an open cockpit.

The Kinner radial normally feels a lit
tle rough during flight, as if running on
four cylinders instead of five, and has a
distinctive sound: pockety, pockety,
pockety. It seemed strange that the en
gine sounds differently when leaning
one's head to the left than when leaning
right, but I soon discovered why. Ex-

haust from the two cylinders on one
side exits loudly from two short stacks,
while exhaust from the two cylinders on
the other side flow through a carbure
tor-heat muff and exit that through a
single stack. So you hear the barking of a
Kinner on one side and a somewhat
muffled sound on the other.

The engine turns a long, 91-inch pro
peller, and engine speed is limited to
1,850 rpm, although 2,128 rpm is briefly
allowed when diving. Cruise rpm is be
tween 1,560 (economy cruise) and 1,680
(maximum continuous) resulting in
cruise speeds of 110 to 120 mph.

As expected, in-flight visibility is
wonderful, much better than an open
cockpit biplane flown from the rear
(especially a Stearman).

Ryan made extensive use of ball bear
ings to help make the flight controls
smooth, light, and sensitive. Stalls and
recovering from them are honest and
straightforward, and there is ample pre-

SPEC

Specifications
Powerplant Kinner R-55 radial,

160 hp @ 1.850 rpm
Propeller Sensenich 91-in diameter

2-blade. fixed-pitch. wood
Length 22 ft 8 in
Height 7 ft 2 in
Wingspan 30 ft 1 in
Sweepback .4.2 degrees
Wing area 134.2 sq ft
Wing loading 13.9 Ib/sq ft
Power loading 11.6 Ib/hp
Limit load factors +7.6 to -3.5 Gs
Seats 2. tandem
Cockpit length .4 ft 5 in
Cockpit width 2 ft 5 in
Cockpit height 2 ft 11 in
Empty weight 1,308 Ib
Empty weight, as tested 1.388 Ib
Max ramp weight 1,860 Ib
Max gross weight 1.860 Ib
Usefulload 552Ib
Useful load. as tested 472 Ib
Payload w/full fuel 408 Ib
Max crew load 380 Ib
Payload w/full fuel. as tested 328 Ib
Max takeoff weight 1,860 Ib
Max landing weight.. 1,860 Ib
Fuel capacity. std 24 gal (all usable)

144 Ib (all usable)
Oil capacity 12 qt
Baggage capacity 6 Ib

Performance
Takeoff distance. ground roll 676 ft
Takeoff distance over 50-ft obstacle .

.................................................. 1.015 ft
Rate of climb. sea level 860 fpm

stall buffeting to warn of an impending
stall. An observant pilot will notice, too,
that the upper left flying wires begin
shaking shortly before buffeting begins.

Be careful, though, not to let the ball
out of its cage at high angles of attack.
The Recruit is intolerant of sloppy foot
work, not unlike many aircraft of that
era, and rewards the errant pilot with a
spin. The PT-22 loves to spin and will
do so enthusiastically and with little in
centive. It spins rapidly and at a rela
tively steep nose-down attitude, which
must have unnerved students training
to be military pilots.

Standard spin-recovery techniques
are effective, but one must be careful
not to be ham-fisted and induce a sec
ondary stall during the pull-up-or
hold opposite rudder too long during
recovery and wind up spinning in the
opposite direction.

Applying bottom rudder during a
tight, slow turn from base to final can

Max level speed. sea level 131 mph
Max cruise speed 128 mph
Normal cruise

@ 80-percent power 116 mph
@ 65-percent power 110 mph

Cruising range
@ 8o-percent power (no reserve) ..275 sm
@ 65-percent power (no reserve) ..297 sm

Fuel consumption
@ 80-percent power 9.7 gph
@ 65-percent power 9.3 gph

Service ceiling 15AOO ft
Landing distance over 50-ft obstacle .

.................................................... 980 ft
Landing distance, ground roll 525 ft

Limiting and Recommended
Airspeeds
Yx (best angle of climb) 70 mph
Yy (best rate of climb) 79 mph
YA (design maneuvering) 176 mph
YFE (max flap extended) 100 mph
Best glide 85 mph
YNE (never exceed) 190 mph
YS1(stall. clean) 64 mph
Yso (stall. in landing configuration) .
..................................................~m~

All specifications are based on manufactur
er's calculations. All performance figures
are based on standard day, standard atmos
phere, sea level, gross weight conditions
unless otherwise noted.

For more information about Ryan aircraft,
contact the International Ryan Club online
(www.ryanclub.orgj. Greg Heckman can be
reached bye-mail (cgflyrods@yahoo.comj.
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lead to a spin without any warning
whatsoever. Some attribute the PT-22's

spirited willingness to spin to the four
degree wing sweep of the leading edges,
but I have been unable to confirm this.

The PT-22 reputedly tends to spin flat
with a rear center of gravity (when the
front seat is empty). although I did not
notice such a tendency. The airplane is
limited to three-turn spins, so perhaps
flattening develops if the spin is held
much longer. With limit load factors of
plus 7.6 and minus 3.5 Gs, you can per
form almost any aerobatic maneuver
for which you have the skill and desire.
Snap rolls, however, are the PT-22's forte
and are a joy to perform. An entry speed
of 90 mph seems best, although a little
less airspeed reduces entry loads. The
airplane flicks around quickly and can
be arrested with ease.

Gliding flight, however, is not one of
the airplane's strong points. Power off at
the best glide speed of85 mph, it comes
down more steeply than one would ex
pect from a trainer. It is best to ap
proach with plenty of altitude or carry
power during shallow approaches.

The flaps can be ratcheted down
(using a handle near the floor to the left
of the seat) as much as 30 degrees for
landing, but I cannot imagine why any
one would do this. They reduce stall
speed by only two mph (from 64 to 62
mph) and increase sink rate dramati
cally. They probably were intended to
train pilots in the use of flaps when
graduating to more advanced trainers
such as the BT-13 Valiant (the "Vultee
Vibrator") and the AT-6Texan.
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Landing the PT-22 is unexpectedly
easy. The trunion (knee-action) landing
gear incorporates long-stroke Aerol (air
oil) oleo struts that soak up any tenden
cy to bounce. It is difficult to make a
hard landing in the Recruit. It simply
squishes onto the ground during either
three-point or wheel landings.

Do not, however, allow this to lead to
overconfidence and complacency. The
PT-22 is one of those airplanes that
helped give tail draggers a bad reputa
tion. Although the touchdown is easy,
hang on. This is when the fun begins.
Inattentiveness, or overcontrol of the
rudder, during the ground roll can lead
to a wicked ground loop, especially if
you are flying alone and the CG is aft. If
your feet are not busily and adroitly
dancing on the pedals, then you're
probably doing it wrong. PT-22s have
steerable, full-swiveling tailwheels.

As soon as I shut down the engine,
John Montalvo pounced upon the air
plane to clean up oil streaks and polish
away any marks that I might have left on
it. He took great pride in preserving the
airplane's pristine appearance.

In the beginning
Ryan Aeronautical entered the trainer
market in 1934 with the Ryan ST (sport
trainer). progenitor of the PT-22.
T. Claude Ryan had always favored
monoplanes over biplanes, a design ele
ment of Lindbergh's flying fuel tank.

The ST was a sleek and sexy machine
partly because its narrow, inverted,
in-line, 95-horsepower Menasco engine
fit into a slender cowling that melted

Baggage compartment capacity
(left) is shown in the original
pilot's handbook (above) as being

limited to six pounds (don't ask).

gracefully into the long, shiny
aluminum fuselage. The result
looked as much like a sculpture
as it did an airplane.

The airplane became the
Ryan STA Super Sport when

horsepower was increased to 125; the
Ryan STASpecial had a 159-horsepower,
supercharged Menasco engine.

A Ryan STAwas sent to the U.S. Army
Air Corps in 1939 and was called the
XPT-16, the first monoplane acquired by
the AAC. Fifteen more were requested
and called YPT-16s. Thirty more were
delivered as PT-20s.

General Henry "Hap" Arnold, how
ever, was displeased with the Menasco
engine's reliability and suggested that it
be replaced with the more robust Kin
ner engine even though the five-cylin
der radial disturbed the beautiful lines

of previous models. Ryan delivered 100
of these PT-21s.

During 1941 and 1942 the Army Air
Corps (and Army Air Forces) ordered
1,023 of Ryan's wire-braced monoplanes
with improved Kinner engines and with
out landing-gear fairings (for ease of
maintenance). The result was the Ryan
PT-22 ST-3KR.The Navy also ordered 100
of them (designated as NR-I s).

Although not as pretty as previous
STs, the PT-22 made up in strength and
reliability what it might have lost in
sex appeal.

The PT-22 and the STAare closely re
lated, but the Recruit is not an STAwith
a radial bolted on the nose. The PT-22

was designed as a military airplane. Its
fuselage, for example, has a circular
cross-section to accommodate larger
pilots while the STA has a shapelie-r,
oval fuselage. ACR

Visit the author's Web site (www.
barrysclziff.com).
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